Japan Overseas Cooperation Volunteers, Bringing Vitality back to Japan～Those Who Revitalize the
World, Can Revitalize Japan！～
JICA Kansai Coordinator for International Cooperation Takako Ueno
Today, overseas volunteer programs are expected to provide young business people with opportunities to cultivate crucial business
skills, such as broad horizons, high-level communication skills, and adaptability to other cultures, so that their experiences in
developing nations benefit their corporations. Securing talent with cosmopolitan perspectives and sensibilities is a major challenge
facing corporations that are growing ever more global in scope.
The people who participated in the JICA Overseas Cooperation Volunteer program hoping to “bring vitality to developing countries”
are now back in Kansai, contributing their talents to “bring vitality to regional Japan.” For this issue, we asked them about the growing
need for global talent.
【Mr. Kenichi Takabayashi, Business Marketing Department, West Japan Telephone and Telegraph Co., Osaka Branch】
（Sent to：Sri Lanka Position：Computer Technology）
Mr. Takabayashi taught IT courses at a technical college in Sri Lanka as part of the Employed Professionals Program.
After returning to Japan, he utilized his volunteer experience by working on prefectural urban development planning.
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⑥ Message to Those Considering Working Abroad or
Becoming an Overseas Volunteer
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【Mr. Kaoru Kitada, Business Marketing Department, West Japan Telephone and Telegraph Co., Osaka Branch】
（Sent to：Cambodia Position：System Engineer）
This is the colleague who inspired Mr. Takabayashi to become a volunteer!
Using the Employed Professionals Program, Mr. Kitada volunteered in Cambodia as a supervisor for the Ministry of Planning’s project
to post statistical data online, and conducted distance learning classes through IP video conferencing between Cambodia and Japan.
After returning to Japan, he has been serving as an Educational Information Communication Technology (ICT) coordinator, building
academic system networks .
① How I Came to Participate
Even before I became a volunteer, I was in charge of Educational
ICT inside the company, and was interested in using the internet
to connect schools in Japan and abroad for joint classes, which
was then impossible. In particular, it was hard to work with
schools
in
developing
countries lacking
infrastructure.
Instead
of
unilaterally
making
donations
to
developing
countries, I think
uniting students in
Japanese and foreign schools through the Internet allows for
real-time communication, a sense of the conditions in the other
country, and true interaction that leads to mutual support. I
realized that I should live in a developing country myself to bring
this about, and that JICA shared my vision.
(Live Internet class at an orphanage)

④ How Are Your Experiences Reflected in Your Work?
Even after I returned to work in Japan, I was dispatched to
Cambodia, where I am involved in international cooperation
ventures in addition to my work, such as overseeing the transfer of
ICT for bilateral exchange at the Japan Center in Cambodia, and, as
a JICA Training Seminar Course Leader, planning and teaching
“Training ICT Coordinators to Eradicate the Digital Divide.”
⑤ What Is Global Talent?
People who have their own ideas and a can-do spirit qualify. I
sense a major shift in Japanese society these past six or seven years.
I realize the lackluster economy and other factors are involved, but I
think the children of the post-war baby-boom generation seem
complacent, because they grew up with too many material goods.

⑥ Message to Those Considering Working Abroad or
Becoming an Overseas Volunteer
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For my other
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understanding of JICA’s Overseas Cooperation Volunteer projects.

